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uable such aid is in times like the
has passed and tnat from now on
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denly stricken with paralysis at his In this section wintry weather has months' on tne market.
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number of new cases to be reported,
residence Friday afternon. He has re- helped the sale of seasonable clothing
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A gentleman in a position to know gained somewhat the use of his left and the piece good season should turn week's business. In the absence or
although they have not relaxed their
vigilance ana are using every possible much concerning what has been done arm and speaks with more freedom. out successfully in point of orders sales indicating a change former quoprecaution to prevent further spread by the two health officers said today The remainder of the left side of his closed by the mills. The matter ot tations are retained.
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California wool is steady and firm. 0
of the scourge. Careful watch is kept that the public was indebted to them body, however, he is unable to use at prices is being settled without driving
of all cases of sickness that come to more than was generally conceded. all. Doctors Spalding and Slavin, the away trade by asking too much of an About all the spring wool left on the
S Physician and Surgeon
their notice, regardless of the nature "Of course," he continued, "they will attending physicians, who have been advance or curtailing mill profits by market is midale county. It has sold
of the disease, and until satisfies that receive compensation for some ct with the bishop constantly since the placing products on too low a basis. this week on the scoured basis ot
it is not smallpox or some other con- their work, but none will be received attack, reported last night that they Comparatively cheap raw material 58c. The grease price was in the * Special attention given to Surtagious or infectious maady are pre- by them for much they did and are believed his condition was better than will be a help to many of the large neighborhood of 19c. The northern 0 gery and Diseases of Women.
still doing. Much that occupies their on the previous day. They speak in corporations in fixing prices that will wools are practically out of stock, tall 0 Ofiee-Front Room over W. B.
pared to act immediately.
time and demands their thought and a hopeful tone, but are watching the be satisfactory to the colthier.
Destroying Masquerade Costumes.
sells at 20c to 21c, or 55c to 57c clean. 0 Ten Eyck's Harness Esrtablish- 0
0.ment on Montana Avenue. Tel- 0
Acting upon his decision to secure effort will not appear in the expense patient closely for any sign of a setReceipts and Shipments.
Foreign Markets.
The receipts at Boston for the seven 0 ephone 89B. Residence 210 N. 0
a list of those who attended the mas- bill. There are things for which pay- back, which they admit would, portend
Interest in the coming London auc.
the most serious results.
querade ball of the Yoemen, given on ment in money cannot be made."
tion sale, the first of the 1905 serie., days ending January 5, inclusive, were * Thirty-first St. Telephone 7F. 0
Some Agents of Infection.
the evening of December 23, Mayor
grows as the time approaches, Janu- 1,496,458 pounds domestic and 2,214,American Subject Killed.
Foster instituted active inquiry in that
ary 17, for the opening. There will be 123 pounds foreign, a total of 3,'110,581
Demonstration of the correctness of
S DR. E. G. GERHART,
London, Jan. 10.-A dispatch from a large attendance of American buy- pounds. For the first six days in 1904
/ direction yesterday afternoon. To fa- the germ theory as applied to many
Tangier to the Times says: The vice ers, including a good sized delegation, they were 2,651,809 pounds domestic
cilitate matters he employed a man forms of disease has resulted in
Physician and 0
for that, special purpose, who soon greatly removing the mystery which consuls at Alcazar report that there from this city. Active competition is and 1,136,325 pounds foreign. Total, 0 Homeopathic
0
Surgeon,
found many. Strange as it may ap- formerly prevailed as to the cause of has been serious tribal fighting and anticipated and strong prces. Opin- 3,788,134 pounds. Up to and including
pear, something like about 20 of those epidemics or the sudden appearanc- that one protected American subject ion differs as to the probability of a January 5, 1905, the receipts had been
0
Room 23, Belknap Block,
0
whom he discovered refused to destroy of contagious and infectious diseases has been killed and much property be- further advance. Late mail advices 1,496,458 pounds domestic and 2,214.Billings, Mont.
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from London indicate a feeling there 123 pounds foreign, making a total ot @Oe
the costumes they wore. Report ot in localities hitherto always free of longing to Europeans looted.
that the high level for the present has 3,710,581 pounds. For the correspond- @ Ofce Hours-9 to 12 a. m., 2 0
this was made to the mayor. The lat- them. It 'has been proved beyond
S to 4 p. m., 7 to 8:30 p. m.
Muravieff Favors Reform.
been touched. Still an advance or ing period in 1904 the receipts conter was not to be diverted from his doubt that germ diseases can be com00@@@@ 0 90000000
Paris, Jan. 10.-Muravieff, minister 114 to 1% pence 14 English pulled sisted of 2,651,809 pounds domestic
purpose. He immediately appointed municated in almost an untold numof justice, according to the St. Peters- wools at London does not indicate any and 1,136,32.5 pounds foreign. Total, @
the man a policeman and gave him ber of ways.
S
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3,788,134 pounds.
written authority and instructions to
A recent number of American Medi- burg correspondent of the Matin, in weakness.
For the seven days ending with and
It is pointed out that prices at the
burn all such costumes, regardless of cine contains the following article, the couse of an interview declared
0 Rooms 17 and 18, Gruwell 0
the wishes of the owners of the gar- pertinent to the conditions now exist- himself a strong partisan of internal auctions are not likely to rule easrer including January 5, 1905, the shipBlock.
reforms.
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At Billings woodyard for all kinds ment. They will have received some 691 uponds, while for the six days endried out.
absence of any demonstrable source
or cause of the 30 separate smallpox of frst-class wood: Bell phone 65FW direct wools, but are certain to be act- ing January 7, 1904, they amounted
infection centres discovered during Moffett, 289. Satisfaction guaranteed. ive competitors at the public sales. 4,181,409 pounds. Since December 29, 0O
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